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Abstract— The educational management decision-makers (EMDMs) have no clear understanding of the available EDM techniques and variables to consider in selecting EDM techniques appropriate for their decision making needs. This research proposes taxonomy of EDM techniques through utilisation of recommender systems (RSs) to address EDM technique selection challenges. The RS approach addresses the need for a decision support system guide process of selecting appropriate EDM technique. Furthermore, the research presents systematic review of different approaches in recommender system such as content-based, collaborative filtering, hybrid, and knowledge-based recommender system. The research study looks at current existing challenges of different recommender system including proposed technique to solve the problems. Knowledge-based recommender system seems to solve problems encountered by content-based recommender system and collaborative filtering recommender system. The research further discus how knowledge-based RS notable employs case-based reasoning and ontology-based engineering to overcome challenges such as cold-start, scalability, sparseness, grey sheep, contend limitations, overspecialization, and inflexible information.

Index Terms—Educational Data Mining (EDM), Recommender System (RS), Case-Based (CBR) RS, Knowledge-Based (KB) RS

I. INTRODUCTION

THE diversity and complexity of different Educational Data Mining (EDM) techniques pose a huge challenge to educational management decision-makers. The velocity and volume of advances in EDM techniques coupled with a lack of common terminologies, make the selection of EDM techniques and appropriate variables more intractable. The supreme difficult task in EDM process is to choose the correct technique and the decision requires technical expertise, since there are numerous existing techniques for a scientist wishing to discover a model from the data. This diversity poses a serious challenge to a non-expert user who has no clear idea of what techniques are available to solve existing domain problem [1]. The classification of EDM techniques will simplify the understanding of the existing techniques. Yet again, a number of EDM systems do not have intelligent assistance for addressing EDM process, but instead provide a conceptual map.

Therefore, the proposed taxonomy of Recommendation Systems (RS) illustrates the identified gap in the literature reflecting the challenges, limitations and proposed methods to overcome them. The researchers propose the taxonomy of RS through systematic review of the literature.

This taxonomy summarizes Recommender Systems (RS) used in solving the problems of admission process, prediction of student performance and student retention. The proposed taxonomy outlines problems in each RS approach, and techniques used to solve the problem. However, most techniques do not entirely resolve the problems.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Recommendation System (RS)

Recommender Systems (RS) is a software tool or technique that gives recommendations to help identify a set of elements that will be of interest and relevant to users. It is also defined as a system that chooses items suitable for a specific user [2]; [3]. The central theme of RS is grounded upon similarity measures or data mining (DM) techniques [2]; [4]; [5].

As an application of data mining techniques, EDM addresses educational matters in relation to a certain set of data from educational institutions (EIs). The results of previous research in EDM encourage us to create a recommender system for educational data mining techniques for institutions of higher learning as an expert system for automated decision making to solve problems of diversity and complexity of different EDM techniques [2]; [3]; [6]; [7].

Some of RS approaches include main categories such as:
- Content-based recommendation system
- Collaborative recommendation system
- Hybrid recommendation system
- Knowledge-based recommendation system

Many researchers identified the techniques of RSs like...
Collaborative Filtering (CF), Content-based, Knowledge-based and the Hybrid recommendation systems whereby Content-based and Collaborative Filtering have been applied mostly in the retail field [8]. These systems are more classified as navigators to direct non-expert users in simplifying their decision-makings within new or unknown environment. The purpose is to preserve user interest or summary that contains users’ preferences [8].

B. Collaborative Filtering RS (CFRS)

The assumption is that other users’ views are hoarded more in order to deliver a reasonable prediction of the active user’s preference. Instinctively, it is assumed that users who agreed on importance of an item, will possibly agree on user’s preference. Instinctively, it is assumed that users who agreed on importance of an item, will possibly agree on user’s preference. The CF traditional RS is widely used in e-commerce and browsing document. The notion is in discovery of users in a community that share obligations [11]. CF approach depends on availability of user ratings information, for example, Peter likes items A, B and C but dislikes items E and F. It recommends targets for user based on items that comparable users have liked previously, without depending on items information.

CF applications use classification, clustering, association and sequential techniques to learn new and thought-provoking models that assist to suggest RSs. The RS is based on assumption that when users shared the same interests previously there is probability to have similar interest in the future exists [12]; [13].

Further studies reveals that have deployed web mining as a technique in data mining using various methods, patterns with collaborative filtering and content filtering applying clustering, classification, and association. This is a sequential pattern to solve identified e-learning problems such as prediction of performance of e-learners and registration, tracking assignment, analyzing e-learners feedback, and monitoring e-learners progress. Their system was tested using black box and white box methods [14].

Wang et al [9] further proposes a Tensor Factorization (TF) framework that is able to capture user’s opinions on different aspects, since CFRS methods relied only upon users’ overall ratings of items disregarding variability of opinions users may give towards aspect of items. Approaches closely related to this TF are Matrix Factorization (MF) and Maximum Margin Matrix Factorization (MMMF) that are based on the known entries in the model, but hardly scalable. TF extends CFRS to the N-dimensional case, giving autonomy to integrate opinion information. This solution addresses the data sparseness problem, which occurs in CFRS system when the ratio is too small to provide enough information for active predictions.

C. Content-Based Recommendation System (CBRS)

Content-Based RS (CBRS) allows the user to rate items while the system evaluates common characteristics among the past data items and recommends items with extraordinary grade of similarity to the user according to their favors and likings. This depends on accessibility of item descriptions and a summary that allocates importance to these characteristics. This type of RS concentrates on user profiles generated at the beginning and consists of a survey of users characteristic and their rated items [16]; [17]; [18].

In the RS process the engine compares items already positively rated by the existing user with items not yet rated and looks for similarities, and finally items most similar to the rated ones are recommended to the user [18]. The approach relies on the item description to produce recommendations from items that are similar to those the target user has liked previously and do not rely on other user preferences [19].

In contrast, Content-Based approach depends on the item descriptions to produce recommendations to the user from items that are comparable to those the target user has liked previously and do not depend on preferences of other users [19]. Other studies reveal that CBRSs is applied in academic social networks to propose important items to members of online societies, hence making a substantial contribution to the user satisfaction [20]. Furthermore, it assists academics in finding proper content by determining clusters of similar users and inferring user’s interest in a resource, hence enriching a lesson, enhancing knowledge about a topic of interest, thereby improving performance of learners in academia [20]. The CBRS simply endures in the CFRS manner. Like CF, it requires user’s data from the past, but its characteristics bring limitations of interest to the users preferences [21].

Even though CBRS does not depend on other user’s data to avoid the issue of cold start and sparseness, it relies on the requirements of recommended item’s structure. It struggles in finding user’s new items of interest and challenged by complex attributes. CBRS is suffering from over-specialization, limiting users to discover new and different recommendations [22]. It directs users to recommendations that are already known to them. Therefore, due to massive data rising in the educational domain, with different and complex attributes contained there-in, CBRS gets disqualified in assisting this study to bring the solution for better selection of the educational data mining techniques to a non-expert user [21].

D. Hybrid Recommender System (Hybrid RS)

Hybrid RS is a cross method, where two or more of the RSs comes together to formulate one suitable RS. For example, we noted that CFRS mostly suffers from limitations such as Cold Start, Grey Sheep and sparseness problems, whereas CBRS also suffers from limitations such as Limited Content, Overspecialization, and inflexible information problems. It is appropriate to hybridize the two approaches CFRS and CBRS in order to obtain better performance and overcome limitations observed [23]; [24]. They are a conglomeration of two or more approaches to eradicate weaknesses of singular system, evade boundaries and increase performance of the system [13].

E. Knowledge-Based Recommender System (KB-RS)

The Knowledge Based RS (KB-RS) method applies knowledge about the users and items to generate a recommendation according to the user’s requirements [24]. KB-RS does not need rating dataset to perform a recommendation but performs separately of user ratings.
However, its weakness is upon the need for knowledge design [25]. Most KB-RS techniques frequently used case-based reasoning (CBR), hence the study recommends CBR technique since it has the ability to study from its prior experience to solve problems and also resembles reasoning model of human beings which enhances the accuracy of the recommender solutions [26].

F. Case Based Reasoning RS (CBR-RS)

The CBR-RS has its own framework, which consists of six (6) steps recommended for problem solving cycle and is very effective in assisting users make better decisions timeously by solving problems and influencing the decision-making by learning from the past [27],[28],[29]. CBR-RS is a problem solving technique and theory of reasoning grounded on the approach humans think, reason and solve problems, further encompass four main steps [29]:

- Retrieve phase: a new problem is compared to cases in the case base library and similar cases are retrieved.
- Reuse phase: results of the retrieved cases are reused for the new problems and the achievement evaluated
- Revise phase: if suggested solution does not please the new problem, adjustment occurs
- Retain phase: the amended solution and its conforming problem are retained in the case base library for future reference.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research study adopts Systematic Review (SR) Methodological Analysis to critically review previous research and experiences as recommended by [30]. SR Methodological Analysis is chosen to synthesize evidence from published papers, and explore literature relevant to RS in academic journals, books and conference proceedings [31],[32]. [33] embraces search engines such as: Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), EbscoHost Premier Package, Emerald Management Xtra, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, IOPscience and National Research Foundation (NRF) Databases to obtain access to recommendation system information.

The researchers review the literature to see previous work in relation to what worked as well as what did not work. This may further assist this research work to identify better solution to the highlighted problem of simplification of EDM technique selection for enhanced predication accuracy in terms of student academic performances for academic decision makers. Furthermore, to identify data sources used by other researchers and contribute to the research field whilst demonstrating the understanding and ability to critically evaluate the research. All sources will be from different peer reviewed and published work, such as conference papers, accredited journals and books.

IV. RESEARCH RESULTS

A. Systematic Review Results

The research use systematic review framework composed of five important steps [17] [18][19]: which are: 1. Define research question, 2. Ascertain important studies, 3. Choose articles, 4. Graph the data, and 5. Organize, Encapsulate and report the research outcomes.

1. Define research question

The research question has been defined as:

*Can educational data mining techniques be easily selected using a taxonomy of recommendation system?*

2. Ascertain important studies

We searched electronic databases such as ACM Digital Library (http://portal.acm.org), IEEE Explore (http://ieeexplore.ieee.org) and Google Scholar (http://scholar.google.co.in) using search terms as identified by research team, and information specialists as inputs.

3. Choose articles

![Fig. 1. Flow Chart of Search Result](image-url)

The 2300 research articles were retrieved in 2013, as shown in Fig. 1 and selected for significance based on their titles and abstracts. Initial search brought the following number of articles through different search engines: Science Direct retrieved 230, IEEE Xplore retrieved 1650, ACM retrieved 150, and Google scholar retrieved 270. Research articles not published in English were excluded, including studies that avail abstracts only. Articles, which do not include EDM techniques or review in recommendation systems, were also excluded. The included articles were inspected to extract information about paradigms and outcomes from different perspectives, including experiences. Articles that met inclusion criteria were retained for systematic review.
4. Graph the data, Organize and encapsulate and report the research results

Fig 2 shows frequency of RS and EDM techniques according to the number of research articles studied and their percentage. The figure also summarizes the popular techniques used in recommender systems. Bayesian network and decision trees seem to be popular techniques used by researchers in different papers followed by k-means, SVM, ANN and K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) technique.

B. Proposed Taxonomy of EDM techniques

The proposed taxonomy of recommendation systems in Fig. 3 illustrates the identified gap in the literature reflecting...
the challenges, limitations and proposed methods to overcome them. The researchers propose the taxonomy of RS in Fig.3 through systematic review of the literature to summarize recommender systems used in solving the problems of admission process, prediction of student performance and student retention. The proposed taxonomy outlines problems in each RS approach and techniques used to solve the problem. However, most techniques do not entirely resolve the problems.

Systematic review in this section allows the researcher to form a strong argument that presents comprehensive and logical state for the taxonomy. Systematic review is a technique of identifying, evaluating and interpreting all research articles relevant to a research question or topic area of interest [34]. There exists a rapid growth of review techniques, each using diverse approaches with the intention to collect, assess and present research proof which includes systematic review, narrative review, conceptual review, rapid review, realistic review, scoping review and meta-analysis, in this research we adopt systematic literature review.

The systematic literature review in this study produces existing evidence of EDM techniques supported in fig 3 and also used in CBR-RS in a fair, rigorous, and open way.

V. CONCLUSION

The research discussed and analyzed the literature based on recommender system techniques. Further, it presented the different approaches in recommender system such as content-based, collaborative filtering, hybrid, and knowledge-based recommender system. The study looked at current existing challenges of different recommender system including proposed technique to solve the problems. Knowledge-based recommender system seems to solve problems encountered by content-based recommender system and collaborative filtering recommender system. The chapter also discussed how knowledge-based RS notable employs case-based reasoning and ontology-based engineering to overcome challenges such as cold-start, scalability, sparseness, grey sheep, contend limitations, overspecialization, and inflexible information.
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